Flexible: compression of gases other than air,
Electrale Innovation Ltd has patented HAC for
CO2 capture from flue gases
Renewable: Groundwater inflows to workings
or service water supplied to operations can be
used to lower compression energy costs
further. HACs have been proven to produce
renewable mine pneumatic power for decades;
an adjacent hydropower resource is required.
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Hydraulic Air Compressors
Hydraulic Air Compressors (HAC) compress air
and other gases using water. Our industrial
scale HAC Demonstrator facility in Sudbury,
Ontario has scientifically proven nearly
isothermal air compression. This is the most
energy efficient gas compression process
conceivable. Electrale Innovation Ltd has
modernized and improved the HAC concept to
provide superior air/gas compression system
designs promising the lowest possible
cost/tonne. Our patent protected technology
enhances air production and means that
although the best place to install a HAC is in a
mine, they can even be installed in deserts.

www.electrale.com

Technology Benefits
Energy efficient: Lower energy consumption for
the same air, anywhere, any process
Safe: Impossible to overpressure; exempt from
TSSA pressure vessel regulations in Ontario
Electrale Innovation Ltd’s team of engineers,
scientists and experienced project/construction
management specialists will be happy to help
you find out if a HAC is a good fit for your
mining operation.
dmillar@electrale.com
+1-(705)-918-1613
www.electrale.com
1366 Arlington Boulevard, Sudbury,
Ontario, P3E 6H8, Canada

Higher quality: Cooler, drier, oil-free
compressed gas
Long operating life: HAC installations are
proven to provide service for decades; the
longest lasted over half a century
Reliable: Very few moving parts; simple, low
cost, non-specialist maintenance
Simplicity: Straightforward control and
modulation to match demand at BEP – always

Hydraulic Air Compressor facility at Dynamic
Earth, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada

Scalable: largest installation produced 40,000
Scfm

“All the air at half the cost”

Low cost compressed air for
Underground Mines

Indicative specifications for ~3000 tpd UG mine

www.electrale.com
+1-(705)-918-1613
“All the air at half the cost”

UG opening: bespoke raisebore or existing manway/raise
Typical section: circular 10ft (3m), rectangular 9 ft x 9 ft
Riser depth:
280 to 330 ft (85 to 100 m)
Downcomer:
316L Stainless steel, 3 ft (~1.0m) diameter
Separator:
316L Stainless steel, 30 ft (~5.0m) diameter
Driving head:
15 to 45 ft (5.0 to 15.0 m)
Water circulation:
30,000 USgpm (2.0 m3/s)
Pump motor rating:
~500 kW
Free Air Delivery:
4000 to 5000 Scfm (6400 to 8000 Nm3/h
Delivery Air Pressure:
120 psi(g) (8.3 bar g)
Delivery Air Temperature: 80⁰F to 86⁰F (25⁰C to 30⁰C)

